ABSTRACT With the popularity of social media, including micro-blog, mining effective information in short texts has become an increasingly important issue. However, due to the sparseness, high dimensionality and large amount of data, mining this information is a very challenging task. In this paper, we propose a method to extend the Dirichlet multinomial mixture (DMM) topic model by combining the user-LDA topic model based on internal data expansion with the potential feature vector representation of words trained on a very large external corpus (we refer to it as ULW-DMM). The experimental results show that the ULW-DMM model produces a relatively large improvement in topic consistency and classification tasks for topic modeling of microblog short texts.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of the Internet and the large amount of social media, especially the rapid spread of mobile network services, the number of users of Weibo is rapidly increasing. According to the 2017 Weibo User Development Report, Weibo' s monthly active users have reached 337 million, which is an increase of 34% since 2016. Since users can quickly post their short speeches and ideas using the Weibo platform, a large number of user groups generate nearly 100 million pieces of data per day. These data include the user's life experience, professional knowledge, hobbies, novel ideas and more. How to extract valuable information such as user behavior, hobbies, and consumption levels. from these user data is a very meaningful job. For example, Qian et al. [1] successfully improved a accuracy of the recommendation system by integrating interaction information for a large number of users. Zhang et al. [2] successfully improved the user identification ability of smart healthcare systems from information of a large number from user electrocardiogram.
The topic model based on the Dirichlet method is the mainstream tool for processing text information today. Traditional topic models, such as the LDA topic model [3] , have achieved great success in the field of long texts. However, applying the LDA topic model directly to short texts, such as microblogs, faces serious data sparsity problems. Therefore, many scholars combine all the microblogs under one user into one document for topic generation to obtain the user's interest model [4] , [5] .This method of merging based on user views is called the user-LDA topic model. The essence of this method is to use internal data to augment short texts. However, this method relies too heavily on the quality of internal metadata, but it is well known that blog posts published by Weibo users are highly arbitrary, and high-quality metadata does not easily appear. The main assumption of the Dirichlet multinomial mixture (DMM) model is that the document collection obeys a topic distribution. In most studies, the DMM model has excellent performance in dealing with short texts. However, due to the strict constraints of this model, it will affect the overall topic reasoning quality. This paper will use the DMM model as the main framework and combine the user-LDA topic model to internally extend short texts with the potential feature vector representation of the words that currently achieve a high performance in many NLP tasks as an external extension of short texts. We call this novel model ULW-DMM. The experimental results show that the ULW-DMM model produces a relatively large improvement in topic consistency and classification tasks for the topic modeling of microblog short texts.
The main work of this paper is as follows: 1) Internal data expansion for short text using the user-LDA theme model.
2) Use the word vector technique to obtain the latent feature vector representation of the word from a large number of excellent external corpora.
3) We designed a simple, efficient and scalable ULW-DMM model for the characteristics of short text data. The model uses the DMM model as a framework to avoid data sparsity. It uses the semantic information provided by the external corpus knowledge base to improve the relationship between words, and avoids the noise interference caused by external corpus through internal corpus. Combining User-LDA, the potential feature vector of the word and the DMM model, the advantages of the three are better played and the shortcomings of the three are overcome. Thereby improving the effect of topic mining.
4) On the real dataset, we compared the ULW-DMM model with other excellent Baseline models. The experimental results show that the proposed method shows good performance in both topic consistency and classification tasks. And it has a better effect than other mainstream methods.
The outline of this paper is as follows: The relevant work is briefly reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 briefly introduces the Related theory. then the method we proposed is introduced in detail in Section 4. the experimental results are given in Section 5. and finally, in Section 6 draw conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
Rangrej et al. [6] used K-meas, Singular Value Decomposition and Affinity Propagation algorithms for short text processing. They found that the Affinity Propagation algorithm achieved better results than the other two algorithms. However, the Affinity Propagation algorithm does not exhibit stable performance when used on a large data set. Banerjee et al. [7] proposed an external extension method that uses Wikipedia's rich information to attach to short text. This method can be complementary to the external expansion of the word vector of our ULW-DMM model. Qiang et al. [8] and Niu et al. [9] focused on clustering of online microblogging texts. They all use an incremental clustering framework, which first groups some microblog text into clusters and then assigns the new microblog text to these clusters. However, in our paper, our main work is to focus on the effective information of microblog text, so their work is a reference for our future work.
In recent years, many scholars have attempted many methods to mine useful information from short texts. Yan et al. [10] proposed that the BTM (biterm topic model) directly models the features that appear in the text together, breaking the concept of the original topic model from document to word. Based on BTM, Quan et al. [11] proposed a short text generation model SATM that can be self-integrated. Such models need to set hyperparameters of pseudodocuments, which requires a large amount of usage adjustments and considerably increases the training time and convergence speed of the model in the process of selffusion. Therefore, the simple and efficient Dirichlet multinomial mixture (DMM) model has been proposed by scholars and is widely used for various tasks related to short texts. Yin and Wang [12] combined the movie group partitioning principle with the DMM model to propose a GSDMM model for short text automatic clustering. This model incorporates movie restriction rules on the DMM model. They differ from our focus and their methods cannot be used for short text topic extraction. Our proposed ULW-DMM model is similar to the work of Nguyen et al. [13] . The LF-DMM model discards the multinomial distribution of ''topic-words'', which is divided into a Dirichlet polynomial part and a word vector part. However, the LF-DMM model needs to set a switching variable to determine which part of the word generation to generate. This mechanism, which requires random switching, makes the model too dependent on the external word vector, which causes noise interference and decreases the robustness of the model. Moreover, the LF-DMM model is very time consuming and inefficient during the optimization process. However, the difference between our ULW-DMM model and LF-DMM is that the ULW-DMM model not only uses external information provided by the word vector but also combines the internal information user-LDA to reduce the noise interference. Additionally, ULW-DMM has no switching mechanism; thus, the model is much more efficient.
III. RELATED THEORY INTRODUCTION
There are three main types of solutions to the sparse problem of topic modeling in microblog short texts: internal expansion, external expansion, and cooccurrence information constraint learning topics using text words.
A. INTERNAL EXPANSION BASED ON THE USER-LDA TOPIC MODEL
Internal expansion is a common method of merging short texts into a pseudolong text and then inferring the topic using a traditional topic model. Thus, in the face of microblog short texts, many scholars combine all the microblogs under one user into one document for topic generation to obtain the user's interest model. Zhang et al. [14] proposed a hybrid recommendation algorithm based on social relations and time series topics based on the Weibo social network. Weng et al. [4] used this method to introduce user similarity in PageRank algorithm, and proposed the TwitterRank model to mine the most influential users under a certain topic. Hong and Davidson [5] and Rosen et al. [15] referred to this generation method as a user model view. This model of changing the document layer in the LDA model into a user's view is called the user-LDA model, and the Bayesian network diagram of the generation process is shown in FIGURE 1.
In the user-LDA model, the document layer is represented in the form of a user layer. In the user layer, each user in user set U = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n } consists of a collection of microblog texts. The user can be represented in the form of a vector θ u = {p u,1 , p u,2 , . . . , p u,K } where p u,z represents the probability of the generation of topic z for Combine all the microblogs under one user into one document U = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n } 2: for each topic k ∈ (1, 2, . . . , K ) do 3: probability of words under the topic of sampling ϕ Dir(β) 4: end for 5: for each document d ∈ (1, 2, . . . , D) do 6: sample the topic probability in document d θ Dir(α) 7: for each word in document d do 8: sampling the distribution of topics in the document to get the topic of the word. Z d Mul(θ) 9: sampling of words under the topic. W d Mul(ϕ) 10: end for 11: end for 12: return The distribution of topics for user text
B. EXTERNAL EXPANSION BASED ON THE WORD VECTOR
External extensions typically extend the representation of short text with a large amount of external corpus. Phan et al. [16] used the topics learned on Wikipedia to reason the topic representation of short texts and augment short texts with the topic of learning. Jin et al. [17] learned short text topics with external long corpus text and then used it for clustering. Xu et al. [18] attempted to augment the query with an external corpus such as Wikipedia. These methods are externally extended by means of search engines, and often generate much noise interference.
The word vector is also generally considered to be the feature vector of the word. This method is based on neural network training. In recent years, word vectors have gradually become the basic knowledge of natural language processing. They are widely used in the fields of named entity recognition [19] , [20] , sentiment analysis [21] , etc. Xiao et al. [22] used a BP neural network to establish a price prediction model and proposed a self-evolving commodity futures trading strategy. The idea of using neural networks to train language models was first proposed by AlexRudnicky [23] , of which the nerual network language model (NNLM) is a classic model [24] . NNLM Model training data is a sequence of words {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w T , w t ∈ V }. Where V is the set of all words (ie the dictionary) and V i represents the i-th word in the dictionary. The objective function of the NNLM training is shown in equation (1).
where w t represents the t-th word in the word sequence and w t−1 n represents the subsequence consisting of the nth word to the t-th word. The constraints that the NNLM satisfies are shown in equation (2) . The structure of NNLM is shown in FIGURE 2.
FIGURE 2. The structure of NNLM.
As shown in FIGURE 2, the NNLM network output layer uses the softmax function, as shown in equation (3) .
where
However, NNLM's matrix multiplication from the hidden layer to the output layer is very computationally intensive. To overcome this shortcoming, Mikolov et al. [25] . proposed the CBOW model and the Skip-gram model's word vector tool Word2Vec to improve the NNLM. There are two main improvements.
1) Remove the hidden layer of NNLM and avoid the huge computational complexity of matrix multiplication Utanh(d + Hx).
2) At the input layer, NNLM uses the word vector splicing method, while Word2Vec uses the vector addition averaging method, as shown in the following equation (4): As can be seen from FIGURE 3 and FIGURE 4, the difference between the CBOW model and the Skip-gram model is that CBOW uses context information to predict the central word, while the Skip-gram model uses the central word to predict context information.
C. DIRICHLET MULTINOMIAL MIXTURE (DMM) MODEL
The DMM model is a text probability generation model that was, first proposed by Nigam et al. [26] . The generation process of the DMM model is mainly based on two ideas: (1) Using the work of Mclachlan and Basford [27] , a mixed model is used for text generation. (2) There is a one-to-one relationship between individuals and groups that need to be mixed.
When generating a document d, the DMM model first generates several mixed groups k = {1, 2, . . . , K } according to the weight of the mixed group, and has p(z = k). Next, the model generates document d from the multinomial distribution p(d|z = k) according to the selected groups. Therefore, the mixed probability distribution of all documents is as shown in equation (5) . The generation process for the DMM model Bayesian network diagram is shown in FIGURE 5. The generation process steps of the DMM model are shown in Algorithm 2. 
Algorithm 2 DMM Generation Process
Input: User short text data set Output: The distribution of topics for user text 1: Sampling a Multiple distribution of a topic from the Dirichlet distribution θ Dir(α) 2: for each topic k ∈ (1, 2, . . . , K ) do 3: Sampling the Dirichlet multinomial distribution of ''Topic-word'' ϕ Dir(β) 4: end for 5: for each document d ∈ (1, 2, . . . , D) do 6: Sampling a topic from a topic's multiple distribution Z d Mul(θ ) 7: for each word in document d do 8: Sampling a word from a topic's multinomial distribution W d Mul(ϕ z ) 9: end for 10: end for 11: return The distribution of topics for user text Since the DMM model needs to sample a control topic for each text, and its conditional probability is affected by other texts, it is difficult to derive the hidden variables in the process of derivation. Yin and Wang [12] introduced a method for deriving hidden variables using the collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm. A topic Z d in the text is derived by the conditional probability, as shown in equation (6) .
where Z d represents the distribution of topics for all other texts and M k d represents the number of other texts assigned to topic k. V represents the total number of words in all the texts.
IV. ULW-DMM MODEL
A. PROPOSED BACKGROUND OF THE ULW-DMM MODEL Among these three mainstream methods of topic modeling for microblog short text, the method based on user-LDA internal extension relies too much on the quality of internal metadata; however, blog posts published by microblog users are highly arbitrary, and high-quality metadata is not typically present. Although a method based on external expansion can improve the effect of short text topic modeling, it can rely too much on external corpus, require a high-quality large corpus collection, and often has considerable noise interference. Using the cooccurrence of word text information to constrain the conditional learning topic of the DMM model, excellent performance can be produced when dealing with short texts. However, due to the strict constraints of DMM model, it will affect the overall topic's reasoning quality.
Therefore, we propose the ULW-DMM model based on the DMM model, which combines user-LDA and potential feature word vectors. The model uses the DMM model as a framework to avoid data sparsity. It uses the semantic information provided by the external corpus knowledge base to improve the relationship between words, and avoids the noise interference caused by external corpus through internal corpus. Combining User-LDA, the potential feature vector of the word and the DMM model, the advantages of the three are better played and the shortcomings of the three are overcome. Thereby improving the effect of topic mining.
B. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE ULW-DMM EXTERNAL WORD VECTOR CORPUS
For our approach, we need to integrate very large data sets to enrich the word vector information; thus, our method requires a pretrained external billion-word corpus to obtain accurate word vector information. However, in FIGURE 3 and FIGURE 4, the cost of each step of the gradient calculation is related to the size of the dictionary V , whether it is the CBOW model or the Skip-gram model. When the dictionary is large, the computational cost of this training method will be large. Therefore, using the above training methods is difficult in practice. A more reasonable optimization method is to use an approximation to calculate these gradients, thereby reducing the computational overhead. We uses the layered softmax method to reduce overhead. The layered softmax method uses a binary tree to reduce the overhead, as shown in FIGURE 6. Each leaf node of the tree represents each word in dictionary V . The word vector corresponding to each word w i is v i .
Where W is the number of nodes on the path from the root of the binary tree to the leaf node representing the word. n(w, i) is the i-th node on the path, and the vector of the node is u (w, i) . Then, the probability that the CBOW model and the Skip-gram model need to calculate an arbitrary word w i to generate the word w is as shown in equation (7).
where σ (x) = 1 1+exp(−x) . σ (x) + σ (−x) = 1. Therefore, the sum of the probabilities of any words in the W i generation dictionary is 1. 
C. ULW-DMM MODEL INTRODUCTION
In this section, we propose a new probabilistic model that we call the ULW-DMM model for mining short text information of microblog user texts. The ULW-DMM model is a combination of potential word vector features learned from a large external corpus and a user-centric user-LDA model to extend the DMM model.
In simple terms, ULW-DMM is mainly composed of a user-LDA topic model with a user text aggregation mechanism, a DMM model of ''topic-words'' and potential word vector features. Since the derivation process of the ULW-DMM model can be used to derive the DMM model, the ULW-DMM model is an extension of the DMM model. FIGURE 7 shows the Bayesian network diagram for the ULW-DMM model. The ULW-DMM has the structure of the original DMM model. The difference is that the ULW-DMM model adds a potential feature word parameter γ , a latent feature word vector ω and a determinant hyperparameter λ, where γ k and ω w are associated with the word vector of user-LDA's topic k and word w, respectively. Then, γ k satisfies the Dirichlet distribution and has a corresponding e ←− 0 7:
for u = w i NEG(w i ) do 9: q ←− σ (X T w θ u ) 10 :
e ←− e + gθ u 12:
end for 14: for u ∈ Context(w i ) do 15 :
end for 17: end for 18: return Word vector V distribution weight, ω w is the trained external word vector, and ω is a constant. Therefore, the joint distribution of γ and ω is as shown in equation (8) . The determinant hyperparameter λ is the probability that the User-LDA topic word and the potential feature word vector are expanded to generate a word. Therefore, hyperparameter λ satisfies the Bernoulli distribution and is denoted as Ber(λ).
The ULW-DMM model is essentially an extension of the DMM model, thus satisfying the idea that the DMM model shares a topic for all the words in a document. The generation process steps of the ULW-DMM model generation process is as shown in Algorithm 4.
D. ULW-DMM MODEL DERIVATION
For the ULW-DMM model, we first integrate the model parameters θ and ϕ, then sample the topic Z d and variAlgorithm 4 ULW-DMM Generation Process Input: User short text data set, external word vector data set Output: The distribution of topics for user text 1: Generate the topic-word distribution of user-LDA from the Dirichlet distribution. u Dir(γ ) 2: Sampling a Multiple distribution of a topic from the Dirichlet distribution. θ Dir(α) 3: for each topic k ∈ (1, 2, . . . , K ) do 4: Sampling the Dirichlet multinomial distribution of ''Topic-word'' ϕ k Dir(β) 5: end for 6: for each document d ∈ (1, 2, . . . , D) do 7: Sampling a topic from a topic's multiple distribution.
Generate a variable weight probability from the Bernoulli distribution. µ d,i Ber(λ) 10: Sampling a word from a topic's multinomial distribution.
end for 12: end for 13: return The distribution of topics for user text able determinant µ d , and finally use the Gibbs sampling method for document d. The specific process is as shown in Algorithm 5 below.
Algorithm 5 Gibbs Sampling of ULW-DMM Model
1: Initialize the Z d variable of ''topic-word'', using the sampling process of the DMM model. 2: for iteration i = (1, 2, . . . , n) do 3: for each topic k ∈ (1, 2, . . . , K ) do 4: 
end for 6: for each document d ∈ (1, 2, . . . , D) do 7: Sampling the topic Z d and the variable determinant.
end for 9: end for where, the conditional distribution P of each subject variable Z d and the determinant factor variable µ d in document d is as shown in equation (9) .
However, the subject variable Z d and the determinant variable µ d are not independent of each other, thus, if two variables are directly calculated, a large computational overhead will be required. Since µ d satisfies the Bernoulli distribution, it can be represented by two different values. Thus, we assume that the conditional distribution P of Z d and µ d has a B approximation distribution. The B distribution is shown in equation (10):
Next, we sample the µ d that satisfies condition Z d = t in document D, as shown in equation (11):
E. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF THE ULW-DMM MODEL
Since the ULW-DMM model is essentially an extension of the DMM model, we compare the time complexity of the DMM model. The time complexity of the DMM model is mainly related to the number of topics K , the number of short texts D, and the average number of words of text. Therefore, the time complexity of the DMM model is O(KD ). Since the ULW-DMM model extends the user-LDA model and potential word vector representations on the DMM model, the time complexity of the ULW-DMM is the sum of these three parts, which is O(KD ) + O(Ku ) + O(KV ), where O(Ku ) is the time complexity of the user-LDA model, and u is the number of users. Generally, the number of users will be much smaller than the amount of short text. Thus, O(Ku ) < O(KD ). O(KV ) calculates the time for the word vector. Since the word vector is implemented in the external corpus in practice, only the similarly extended word set needs to be calculated in the ULW-DMM model, and not all words will appear in the corpus. Thus, O(KV ) < O(KD ). In summary, we believe that the time complexity of the ULW-DMM model will not exceed 3 times that of the DMM model, which is within the acceptable range.
V. EXPERIMENTS A. DATA SET
The external dataset used in this work was mainly from the Sogou Lab. The dataset download URL is http://www.sogou. com/labs/resource/list_pingce.php. The data set contains news data from nearly 20 fields from several news sites for a total of 3,897,400 news.
The internal dataset used in this study was from Sina Weibo. We crawled ten fields in the crawler program and obtained 689,433 microblogs for internal data from a total of 2,814 users. As a first step, we filtered Sina Weibo through the language code. Later, we did some basic cleanups, such as replacing usernames, tags, URLs, and generic symbols. Finally, we used the Ansj Chinese word segmentation tool for text segmentation, and removed all punctuation from strings and English tags. We also formed a list of stop words to eliminate very common and rare words.
B. BASELINE METHODS
We compare ULW-DMM with the following methods:
LDA: The standard LDA method uses LDA directly for learning microblog short texts [3] .
User-LDA: An LDA improvement model that aggregates short texts on a per-user basis (see Section 3.1).
DMM: Dirichlet multinomial mixture model in which the main idea is that only one topic control is generated around each short text (see Section 3.3).
LF-DMM: An improved model of the novel DMM model, which is similar to the ULW-DMM model [13] .
C. PMI-SCORE EXPERIMENT
In earlier studies, most of the indicators that have measured the performance of the Dirichlet model were the Perplexity values. Perplexity values represent the likelihood of new text being in the model generation test set. It is used to measure the predictive power of the model for new text, and the is shown in equation (12) .
where N is the total number of test set users, W i is the set of words contained in the text of user i, p(W i ) is the probability of generation of the microblogging word set of user i under the model, and N i is the total number of words of the user i text set. However, as shown in the study by Chang et al. [28] , the Perplexity value is not an evaluation criterion that can reflect the quality of a model well. The predicted results of Perplexity values are often contrary to the true intentions of human beings. Thus, they proposed topic consistency (PMI) to evaluate the performance of the generated topic model. In recent research, most scholars have begun to continuously optimize the topic consistency (PMI) evaluation indicators to evaluate the performance of their model [29] , [30] , [31] . This study referred to the work of Cheng et al. [32] , and we used the PMI-Score value to assess the consistency of the model topic consistency, and the is shown in equation (13) .
where k represents a given topic, T represents the topic word of the top T under a given topic; P(w i ) represents the probability that the word w i appearsing in all texts, and P(w i , w j ) represents the probability of w i and w j appearing together in the text. The higher the PMI-Score, the better the consistency of the topics learned by the model, indicating improved performance of the model. Of note, to derive a PMI-Score between words, a large amount of context information must be relied upon. Therefore, when calculating the PMI-Score, it is necessary to rely on a large amount of external corpus to train in advance. FIGURE 8, FIGUER 9, and FIGURE 10 show the PMI scores for the generated topic consistency of each model for the Sina Weibo experimental data set. FIGURES 8, 9, and 10 show the experimental comparisons by showing different TOP-T values for each topic. Overall, this ULW-DMM model and the LF-DMM model achieved relatively good results, both with occasional wins; the DMM model and user-LDA followed; and the LDA model is the weakest. Separately, the LDA model is very weak due to the sparsity of short texts. The user-LDA model becomes weak when k and T values are small, but as the k and T values increase, the PMI score of the user-LDA model becomes larger. The DMM model can produce a good result when dealing with short texts. When the k and T values are relatively small, the effect of sparse text features is relatively small. However, as k and T continue to increase, the DMM begins to be affected by insufficient text features, and the effect of sparse text features begins to decline.
Both the LF-DMM model and the ULW-DMM model are based on extensions of the DMM model; thus, they are also affected by k and T . However, since both improved the DMM model, they are relatively less affected by the k and T values. As shown in the figure, the experimental results obtained for the two are comparable. However, regarding model robustness, the ULW-DMM model is also affected by the nature of the user-LDA model upon increasing k and T values; thus, the ULW-DMM model has a better robustness than that of LF-DMM. Regarding complexity of the model, the original author's LF-DMM model has a model switching mechanism. When different texts are present, the model will switch the generation method; thus, the model is not very efficient. Additionally, our ULW-DMM model does not have a model switching mechanism; thus, the operating efficiency is in an acceptable range, which is no more than three times that of the DMM model (see Section 4.5).
D. CLASSIFICATION EXPERIMENT
In a general topic model (for example, LDA or user-LDA), the distribution p(z|d) of each topic can be obtained. Therefore, we can naturally classify texts using common classifiers to test the pros and cons of text topic distribution. The better the classification effect, the higher the learning ability of the model, the higher the discrimination between the topics, and the more reasonable the distribution of the topic of the text. However, since both the LF-DMM model and our ULW-DMM model are extensions of the DMM model, the three need to use p(w|z) and p(z) to derive the topic distribution for classification, as shown in equation (14) .
VOLUME 7, 2019 where p(w|d) represents the relative frequency of topic word w in text d. This paper uses the most classic and most commonly used Micro-F values as the evaluation index for each model classification. The Micro precision rate (Micro-P) is defined by equation (15); the Micro recall rate (Micro-R) is defined by equation (16) . The Micro-F value (Micro-F) is as defined in equation (17) .
As shown in Table 4 , the LDA model is still at a disadvantage. At K = 10, the performance of the DMM model is the best; at K = 40, User-LDA presents the best state, and at K = 20, the ULW-DMM model performed best and achieved the highest Micro-F value. Overall, the ULW-DMM model will be worse than other models under certain circumstances, but the overall results are relatively stable, are less affected by the K value and are more robust. Of note, the classification result of the ULW-DMM model is always better than that of LF-DMM, which indicates that the text extraction result of the ULW-DMM model is more reasonable than that of LF-DMM model and closer to the user's real interest because LF-DMM relies too much on the extension of external potential words and is affected by loud noise interference. Especially when the value of K is larger, this disadvantage is more obvious. However, the ULW-DMM model not only relies on external word expansion, but also introduces internal word expansion to reduce external noise interference.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, based on the short text of microblog data, combined with the user-LDA model, a word vector tool and the DMM model, we proposed a novel Dirichlet ULW-DMM model. The model avoids the deficiencies of using an internal or external corpus alone by integrating internal corpus and external data. Additionally, we corrected the restrictive problem of the DMM model. The experimental results show that the ULW-DMM model is a relatively large improvement for topic consistency and classification tasks for topic modeling of microblog short texts.
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